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APPLICATION HOSTING SERVICES

Manage hardware and infrastructure

Manage environments

Apply software upgrades

Technical support ICM system

Load sales and transaction data

Maintain system reference data

Fix import errors and data issues

Calculate results and payments

Monitor scheduled processes

Generate outbound files

Configuration/defect resolution

Load adjustments

Run technical system processes

Monitor environment access and  
application uptime

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS

The table below is a starting point to complete a governance chart to ensure organizations take a thorough approach 
to managing their SPM/ICM programs. Typical day-to-day operational tasks must be completed in the compensation 
and system administration process, regardless of technology or complexity of process.
 
By completing the table below, your organization will be able to identify internal and external areas of responsibility 
and where you will need additional support.

OPERATIONAL TASKS TO  OPERATIONAL TASKS TO  
MANAGE AN SPM/ICM SYSTEMMANAGE AN SPM/ICM SYSTEM



OpenSymmetry enables clients to achieve greater operational efficiency and get better sales results. OpenSymmetry is a 
global consulting company specializing in the planning, implementation, and optimization of industry leading technology 
suppliers of sales performance management solutions. To learn more please visit opensymmetry.com

Create new plans or apply changes  
to existing plans

Build or change data tables within  
ICM system
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CLIENT 
BUSINESS

CLIENT  
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BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Update plan quotas and targets

Update plan rates and payout tiers

Verify sales data

Update onboarding processes  
with HR data

Verify results and payments

Create and load adjustments

Handle queries from commissions team

Manage operational tasks and schedule

Handle queries from payees

Manage payment approval process

Run other system workflow processes

Build or enhance ICM reports

Build or adjust logic within the  
ICM system

Configure new compensation rules

Build or change workflow processes

Functional testing of system changes

Create new data and import processes

Migration of changes to production

Validate migration and manage  
production checklist

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS

OUTSOURCED


